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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention is a method of suppressing etchrate of 
quartz hardWare in semiconductor processing chamber dur 
ing plasma-enhanced cleaning. In one embodiment, the 
method of the present invention comprises the steps of: (a) 
introducing a mixture of ?uorocarbon gas, oxygen, and 
Water vapor into the chamber; and (b) activating the mixture 
to form a quartz-safe plasma cleaning gas. According to the 
present invention, the presence of Water vapor substantially 
suppresses etching of quartz hardWare. Etchrate of the 
polymer contaminants, hoWever, is substantially unaffected. 
In one embodiment of the invention, the ?uorocarbon gas 
comprises CF4, and, Water vapor is introduced at a rate of at 
least 60 standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM). 
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METHOD OF PROTECTING QUARTZ 
HARDWARE FROM ETCHING DURING 
PLASMA-ENHANCED CLEANING OF A 

SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSING CHAMBER 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of clean 
ing a semiconductor processing chamber. More particularly, 
the present invention relates to a method of protecting quartz 
hardWare from being etched during plasma-enhanced clean 
ing of a semiconductor processing chamber. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] During most semiconductor manufacturing pro 
cesses, such as dielectric etching or chemical vapor depo 
sition, unWanted materials are sometimes formed on the 
semiconductor Wafers themselves and on the interior Walls 
of the processing chamber. Naturally, it is critical to remove 
these unWanted materials from the semiconductor Wafers. 
Equally importantly, materials deposited on the interior 
Walls of the processing chamber must also be removed 
because they may become a source of contaminants. For 
instance, in dielectric etching, long-chain carbon polymers 
may build up on the interior Walls of the processing cham 
ber. Loose particles of these polymers may break off during 
the manufacturing process and contaminate the Wafers. 
Thus, in order to increase yield and provide a contaminant 
free environment, processing chambers must be periodically 
cleaned. 

[0003] Conventionally, processing chambers are cleaned 
by manual scrubbing. In this conventional method, the 
manufacturing process has to be halted and the processing 
chamber opened such that the interior Walls may be 
scrubbed. Consequently, this method is extremely time 
consuming and disruptive to the manufacturing process. In 
addition, the chamber cleaner has to rely on visual inspec 
tion to determine Whether a processing chamber is clean or 
not. Sometimes, When manual scrubbing is not thorough 
enough, the yield of semiconductors subsequently processed 
Will be greatly affected. 

[0004] Other methods have been proposed to overcome 
problems With the conventional manual scrubbing method. 
One such method, Which is applicable to removing oXide 
and dielectric contaminant build-up, involves the use of a 
plasma-enhanced etching process to “dry clean” the semi 
conductor processing chamber Walls. In that prior art 
method, ?uorine-based gases such as CF4 and CHF3 and 
oXygen are highly energiZed to form a plasma Which reacts 
With the contaminants to form CO2, SiF2 and other gaseous 
compounds Which are then vacuumed aWay through the 
processing chamber’s eXhaust system. Although this prior 
art method is an improvement over the conventional manual 
scrubbing method, it is unsuitable for cleaning processing 
chambers Which include quartZ hardWare. In particular, 
?uorine plasma formed by ?uorine-based gases such as CF4 
and CHF3 is very aggressive to quartZ. Consequently, the 
eXposed quartZ parts of those processing chambers have to 
be replaced regularly, unnecessarily increasing the semicon 
ductor manufacturing cost. 

[0005] More importantly, When eXposed to ?uorine 
plasma, the quartZ hardWare of those processing chambers 
Would be etched. As a result, the quartZ hardWare may 
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become a source of particle contaminants. Such particle 
contaminants may introduce impurities in the Wafers being 
processed. Thus, yield may be adversely affected. 

[0006] Therefore, What is needed is a method of providing 
an ultra-clean environment for a semiconductor processing 
chamber having quartZ hardWare. What is further needed is 
a novel plasma cleaning gas Which is particularly applicable 
to remove polymer and photoresistive contaminant build-up 
and is quartZ-safe. 

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE 

[0007] The present invention is a method of suppressing 
the etchrate of quartZ hardWare in a semiconductor process 
ing chamber during plasma-enhanced cleaning. In one 
embodiment, the method of the present invention comprises 
the steps of: (a) introducing a miXture of ?uorocarbon gas, 
oXygen, and Water vapor into the chamber; and (b) activating 
the miXture to form a quartZ-safe plasma cleaning gas. The 
plasma cleaning gas then reacts With contaminants deposited 
on the Walls of the semiconductor processing chamber to 
form gaseous eXhaust compounds. The etchrate of the quartZ 
hardWare, hoWever, is substantially suppressed by the pres 
ence of Water in the plasma cleaning gas. 

[0008] In the present embodiment of the invention, the 
?uorocarbon gas comprises CF4. In addition, the present 
invention may be practiced in a plasma etcher Where the 
oxygen/?uorocarbon ratio is 10:1, and having a pressure of 
1.2 Torr, a temperature of 200° C. and an electrode poWer of 
approximately 1000 Watts. Further, in the present embodi 
ment, Water vapor is introduced at a rate of more than 60 
standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] The accompanying draWings, Which are incorpo 
rated in and form a part of this speci?cation, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention and, together With the 
description, serve to eXplain the principles of the invention: 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a schematic of a plasma etcher in Which 
the present invention may be practiced. 

[0011] FIG. 2 shoWs a graph illustrating etchrates of 
polymer contaminant and quartZ by the plasma cleaning gas 
of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0012] Reference Will noW be made in detail to the pre 
ferred embodiments of the invention. While the invention 
Will be described in conjunction With the preferred embodi 
ments, it Will be understood that they are not intended to 
limit the invention to these embodiments. On the contrary, 
the invention is intended to cover alternatives, modi?cations 
and equivalents, Which may be included Within the spirit and 
scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended claims. 
Furthermore, in the folloWing detailed description of the 
present invention, numerous speci?c details are set forth in 
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present 
invention. HoWever, it Will be recogniZed by one skilled in 
the art that the present invention may be practiced Without 
these speci?c details. In other instances, Well knoWn meth 
ods, procedures, components, and circuits have not been 
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described in detail as to avoid unnecessarily obscuring 
aspects of the present invention. 

[0013] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic of an exemplary plasma 
etcher 100 Where the method according to the present 
invention may be practiced. As illustrated, plasma etcher 
100 includes quartZ hardWare such as gas baf?e 102, quartZ 
con?nement ring 104, and quartZ WindoW (not shoWn). The 
present invention is particularly useful in cleaning polymer 
or photoresistive contaminants deposited on semiconductor 
processing chambers such as plasma etcher 100. HoWever, a 
person of ordinary skill in the art, upon reading the present 
disclosure, Would understand that the present invention is 
equally applicable to clean other types of processing cham 
bers. Also illustrated in FIG. 1 is a Wafer 110 being plasma 
etched by plasma etcher 100. Preferably, the method of the 
present invention is carried out in betWeen production runs. 
That is, during the chamber cleaning process of the present 
invention, Wafer 110 is preferably removed from plasma 
etcher 100. 

[0014] According to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a mixture of ?uorocarbon gas, oxygen, and Water vapor 
is ?rst introduced into plasma etcher 100. The mixture is 
then energiZed by RF electrodes (not shoWn) to form a 
highly energetic plasma. The method and apparatus for 
generating a plasma is Well knoWn in the art, and is therefore 
not discussed here so as to avoid obscuring aspects of the 
present invention. In one embodiment, the ?uorocarbon gas 
may comprise CF4. In other embodiments, ?uorine-contain 
ing compounds such as NF3 may also be used. 

[0015] The plasma or plasma cleaning gas according to the 
present invention, Which is formed by energiZing the mix 
ture of ?uorocarbon gas, oxygen, and Water vapor, has a high 
etchrate against polymer or photoresistive contaminant 
build-up. The plasma of the present invention reacts With 
these polymer or photoresistive contaminants to form gas 
eous compounds such as CO2, Which may be removed via an 
exhaust system (not shoWn). Signi?cantly, the plasma clean 
ing gas of the present invention is not aggressive toWards 
quartZ. In particular, according to the present invention, the 
etchrate of quartZ and other dielectric materials is substan 
tially suppressed by the presence of Water in the plasma 
cleaning gas. 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a plot of data collected from experiments 
conducted With a CF4/H2O plasma according to the present 
invention. These experiments Were carried out under a 
pressure of 1.2 Torr and at temperature of 200° C. With an 
electrode poWer of 1000 W; and these experiments Were 
carried out in a semiconductor processing chamber similar 
to plasma etcher 100. Other conventional test equipment 
involved in these experiments are Well knoWn to persons of 
ordinary skill in the art, and are therefore not described 
herein. Speci?cally, curve 210 is a plot of the quartZ etchrate 
as a function of H20 ?oWrate. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the 
etchrate of quartZ decreases as Water vapor is introduced into 
the processing chamber. Notably, When the H20 ?oWrate is 
approximately 60 SCCM, the etchrate of quartZ is nearly 
Zero. Accordingly, in one embodiment of the present inven 
tion, Water vapor is introduced into plasma etcher 100 at a 
rate higher than 60 SCCM. At the ?oWrate of 60 SCCM, the 
ratio of O2:CF4:H2O is approximately 10:1:3. 

[0017] FIG. 2 also includes curve 250 in dotted lines 
depicting the etchrate of long chain carbon polymers With 
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respect to H2O ?oWrate. Unlike curve 210, curve 250 
remains substantially constant as H2O ?oWrate increases. 
Thus, by applying ?uorocarbon/Water plasma, long-chain 
carbon polymers generated during the etching of dielectric 
Will be efficiently removed. Signi?cantly, the quartZ hard 
Ware of the processing chambers Will be preserved, as the 
?uorocarbon/Water plasma is not corrosive to quartZ. 

[0018] A method of and a composition for quartZ-safe 
plasma cleaning of a semiconductor processing chamber has 
thus been disclosed. The present invention is particularly 
useful for removing polymer or photoresistive contaminant 
build-up on the interior Walls of a semiconductor processing 
chamber having many quartZ parts. Because the quartZ parts 
are not etched during the cleaning process, production 
Wafers are exposed to a lesser degree of particle contami 
nation. As a result, production yield is increased. In addition, 
as degradation of quartZ hardWare is suppressed by the 
present invention, life spans of semiconductor processing 
chambers are also increased. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of plasma cleaning a semiconductor process 

ing chamber having quartZ hardWare, said method compris 
ing the steps of: 

a) introducing a mixture including ?uorocarbon gas, 
oxygen and Water vapor into said processing chamber; 
and 

b) activating said mixture to form a plasma cleaning gas 
inert to quartZ, Wherein corrosion of quartZ hardWare of 
said semiconductor processing chamber is substantially 
suppressed by the presence of Water vapor. 

2. The method according to claim 1 Wherein contaminants 
deposited on Walls of said semiconductor processing cham 
ber are removed by said plasma cleaning gas. 

3. The method according to claim 2 Wherein said con 
taminants include long-chain carbon polymers. 

4. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said ?uoro 
carbon gas is CF4. 

5. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said Water 
vapor is introduced into said semiconductor processing 
chamber at a rate of at least 60 SCCM. 

6. The method according to claim 4 Wherein a ratio of 

OZ/CF4 is 10:1. 
7. A method of protecting quartZ hardWare inside a 

semiconductor processing chamber during plasma-enhanced 
cleaning of said semiconductor processing chamber, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

a) forming a plasma cleaning gas, said plasma cleaning 
gas comprising a ?uorocarbon gas, oxygen and Water 
vapor; and 

b) exposing interior surfaces of said semiconductor pro 
cessing chamber to said plasma cleaning gas, Wherein 
contaminants deposited on said interior surfaces react 
With said plasma cleaning gas to form an exhaust gas, 
Wherein etchrate of said quartZ hardWare is substan 
tially suppressed by the presence of Water vapor. 

8. The method according to claim 7 further comprising the 
step of 

c) vacuuming said exhaust gas from said semiconductor 
processing chamber. 
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9. The method according to claim 7 further comprising the 
step of 

d) introducing said Water vapor into said semiconductor 
processing chamber at a rate of at least 60 SCCM. 

10. The method according to claim 7 Wherein said ?uo 
rocarbon gas is CF4. 

11. The method according to claim 10 Wherein a OZ/CF4 
ratio is 10:1. 

12. The method according to claim 7 Wherein said con 
taminants include long chain carbon polymers. 

13. A plasma cleaning gas for removing contaminants 
deposited on interior Walls of a semiconductor processing 
chamber, said plasma cleaning gas comprising: 
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oxygen; 

a ?uorocarbon gas; and 

Water vapor, 

Wherein an etchrate of quartZ hardWare of said semicon 
ductor processing chamber is substantially suppressed 
by the presence of Water vapor. 

14. The plasma cleaning gas according to claim 13 further 
Wherein etchrate of contaminants is substantially unaffected 
by the presence of Water vapor. 

15. The plasma cleaning gas according to claim 13 
Wherein said ?uorocarbon gas comprises CF4. 

16. The plasma cleaning gas according to claim 15 
Wherein a ratio of OZ/CF4 is 10:1. 

* * * * * 


